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I don't usually play these type of games but this one is actually a lot of fun. I was not expecting an early access game to be this
good. It's very playable, have not seen any game breaking bugs so far. This game reminds me of some sort of mix between
morrowind, heroes of might and magic and darkest dungion. It has some very interesting concepts. It's well worth the money the
way it is right now but by the looks of it, it is going to be way better once finished.. found some initail hicups with the download
and verify. but after playing i feel this game has a unique concept and playability. This said the work the dev's have done and
hope they will continue to do is very good. Have a go at it .. So is this game dead? Did they stop updating it? What the hell is
going on!. I have been addicted to these kinds of turn-based combat games since pokemon and final fantasy and I quite like this
one too so far. It's certainly not as polished as these games but in return there seems to be sooo many more options to go for
which for me personally is a great trade-off. There seem to be lot's of different classes and places to go, aswell as there's a town
you have to defend and manage. The side quests seem to be a bit too numerous but it luckily doesn't seem like you have to do all
of them. I wish the tutorial was a bit more fast paced though as it took me about an hour to completely figure out what I was
doing, a bit like with minecraft. Wouldn't stop me personally but that might annoy some people. Other than that I would like to
see this game continue and am really hoping I get to see this game further developed! :) There's a lot of features and they all
seem like they're being worked on so that gives a lot of hope.. Please note : I received a free key for the explicit purpose of
reviewing this game. No one associated with this game has compelled me to leave positive feedback. Observations and
comments, whether positive or negative, are entirely my own. If you would like me to review a game, check out: fiverr dot com
slash ThatAwesomeTerr . First off, this game is an alpha in Early Access. Every single negative review up to the date that this
review was made seems to gloss over that fact, and treats Blood of Magic as if it were complete (or even in beta). So with that
being said, if you aren't prepared to play an alpha build of a game in Early Access, don't buy it. But if you're like me and have a
lot of experience with testing free and financially supporting paid alphas, then read on! Given that it's an alpha, there isn't much
to the game as it stands so far. The graphics and animations aren't anything to write home about. At least, not yet . The user
interface has an appearance that's beyond dated, but it's completely functional. The button setup can be a little weird, but oddly
intuitive-- like using RMB instead of ESC to back out of or exit menus. If I have any suggestions for the devs about the UI, it's
that it needs to give more feedback to users (tooltips, descriptions, etc). Combat is basic, but mechanically solid. Being turn-
based, anyone who's familiar with the combat systems of classic RPGs (such as Final Fantasy) should pick up on it fairly
quickly. To touch on a couple of shortcomings of the UI once again, there is no visual feedback for targeting. Some kind of
halo, glow, or highlight around enemies that are targets and allies that are selected would be helpful. Character classes could all
use some differentiation. The Scout kind of feels like the Crossbowman and vice versa. I had a hard time telling the strategic
and tactical differences between the Arcanist, Militia, and Mercenary at all. This is an alpha, and as of this review the alpha
build is at version 0.51. This means that there are going to be bugs and plenty of them. A large portion of the bugs I ran into
were just glitchy animations where characters would kind of spazz out during combat. These were typically solved by waiting
for several seconds. I only ran into a game-breaking bug once. It was also during combat. Though the game didn't freeze
(environment and passive animations kept playing), one of my party members wouldn't turn the right way around after running
back from striking an enemy. No combat options were given.I couldn't break combat or even bring up the menu with TAB.
Overall, I can't recommend this game to JUST anybody. Not because it's bad, but rather because it's an alpha that you would
have to pay for. Anyone who puts down $11 on this title needs to understand that, and as such, it is very possible that the game
may never fully be realized. On the other hand, I would be lying if I said Blood of Magic wasn't worth supporting. The negative
reviews this game has received are unwarranted. Just go read them; they treating an Early Access alpha as if they'd bought a full-
release of a completed game. As this review states, for an alpha build, the mechanics are solid. Add to that that the devs are very
active and communicate with their playerbase, and the the foundation for what could be a really good game is there. At the end
of the day, it breaks down to this: if you're the type who likes to support independent devs and studios, then you should really
consider supporting this game. It's only $11, after all. But if you aren't someone who is interested in contributing to a game that
is in its earliest stages of development, then skip it.. Blood of Magic is an early access turn based RPG. The game is still being
heavily developed so bugs found will most likely be fixed if you post them. Aside from that its a pretty standard adventure RPG,
lots of killing, looting, and party management. Pros: Town developement (Buy buildings/ Upgrades) Fun combat system Decent
music Cons: UI is somewhat confusing / Dull After playing this game for around 2 hours I had a lot of fun. When I began I was
a little confused by the ui as how to equip items, use contracts, spend skill points, but after tinkering with it for a few minutes
the rest of the game was easy to learn. As of now its a fun game with a lot of future potential.. Blood of Magic is a fantastic
RPG. The game offers a great turn based combat system. It is fun to use and doesn't get boring, but most important it is easy to
get into. Other then the fun combat the game offers everything that you expect from the RPG genre even a "settlement/town"
system where you can buy and upgrade buildings. The music in this game is also quit fitting to the medieval setting and is
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enjoyable to listen to. The game is still early access so a couple of bugs can be expected, even tho I didn't find anything game
breaking through my journey so far.. On first look, I think its fun. Its REALLY rough right now, but it should polish up nicely.
Playable for sure.. Blood Of Magic is an adventure RPG game with a turn-based combat system. You are an arcanist student
tasked with the investigation and reinstatement of Augustons ore shipments. The Arcanist is a fighting spellcaster, using both
sword and magic to deal with his enemies. You have the abiltity to build new buildings, upgrade them, hire new unique party
members, gather resources and craft new items. Pros -Combat system -Wide array of abilities and attacks -Graphics are nice
Cons -UI need improvement.
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